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May 31, 2019, 9:16am

4 Likes

Filosof302 #2

Even after watching your video im not sure who was stepped on your toes. I think you jump to
conclusion on some superficial and less relevant reasons.

Before this gets heated up we need to get you back up above the line.
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May 31, 2019, 9:17am

2 Likes

damonandthesea #3

Ah damn… you sold off?

The bear market has been tough and Cardano not a great performer. I know that a lot of people are
underwater on their buys. Still, the whole space is in its infancy - Cardano may need another year or two
to show its worth. I hope you made the right decision for you.

Wish you the best of luck 

May 31, 2019, 9:22am

1 Like

damonandthesea #4

This is a great vid! Thanks for sharing. Having spent periods of life both above and below “the line”, I
can relate. There are certainly some Buddhist philosophies/teachings one could infer from this
illustration. 

May 31, 2019, 9:25amCardaNostrADAmus #5

Filosof302:

who was stepped on your toes

Nathan agree to pay me for my video content. Some ambassadors bypass Nathan decision and reject
me. Nathan never accepted to give the reasons. Nathan want to talk on phone about it. I need text
because speech fly, and text stay.

I made a huge investment in a internet fiber line 200/200Mbps for that job. All money spend for nothing.

So, as a Buddhist, I am a flat liner who enjoy the 3 states. Flat line, up and down states. The middle way
is the key.

Nice video indeed, Thank you

May 31, 2019, 9:28am

2 Likes

CardaNostrADAmus #6

damonandthesea:

Wish you the best of luck

Thank you, I will come back when I will witness some respect for investors. 
They often forget that without us ADA is nothing more than a napkin.
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May 31, 2019, 10:14am

2 Likes

kkapout #7

ridiculous and totaly non sense video you posted on youtube, you’re just raging … 
good you exit Cardano then… sorry for my bad comment but this video realy disappointed me

May 31, 2019, 10:21amCardaNostrADAmus #8

kkapout:

sorry for my bad comment but this video realy disappointed m

You have the right to have your own opinion. I respect it/you a lot as freedom of speech is the key here.

May 31, 2019, 12:33pm

3 Likes

Eystein_Hansen #9

I think some of the things in the video is valid critisism. And I am sad to hear of the losses of
NostrADAmus. Since guardians protested not much has changed in Cardano Foundation itself. What
has happened is that Emurgo and IOHK has stepped up the game, not CF. Granted I have a feeling
Nathan had to do a lot of cleanup from previous management. But it does not change the facts the
organization (who should have enough manpower to forfill its goals imho or get it) for example has only
a single news from it’s website since April. (https://cardanofoundation.org/en/news/) or if you go to
twitter there are a few meetings published (https://twitter.com/CardanoStiftung) and from what I can
see mostly on one of the objectives of Cardano Foundation ( “Shape Legislation and Commercial
Standards.”). Important yes, but so much more could be done.

Why is not research focused into governance and the issues that will soon face us the users of Cardano
when a treasury system is implemented?

What plans are there for ramp up of PR once Cardano is ready for it (for example when staking is up
and first apps etc)?

Why is there only an ambassador program and dear lord why is Nathan even jokingly talking about
“ninja’s” on the IOHK summit talk? (https://youtu.be/0Bn2NQP2i7A?t=28948 2nd video). Frankly for a
lawyer he is using surprisingly bad wording - for example ambassador that already by its name conveys
a meaning of being more flawless or representing. The whole talk was massively underwhelming. He
looked underprepared (had to go back again on stage etc). He talked about assuming people are doing
theyre job but that is not the critisism, its that the foundation itself has very little activity.

In my mind Cardano Foundation would support development and research on the governance side of
Cardano while supporting the ecosystem and ensuring its longitivity and finally ensuring transparency
and engagement with the community. In any case all of this has been long ago discussed, Bertalan had
some great posts on this even before the Parson’s incident.
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May 31, 2019, 2:09pmmediafor #10

where is bertalan? ricky boy completely destroyed him?

May 31, 2019, 2:19pmCardaNostrADAmus #13

He will later today. He is enjoying family now, much better than all this crap.

May 31, 2019, 3:07pmqardano #14

CardaNostrADAmus:

much better than all this crap.

i’ve enjoyed your presence in the community, thank you for it.

May 31, 2019, 3:09pmCardaNostrADAmus #15

Like Schwarzy said … I’LL BE BACK.

May 31, 2019, 3:11pmCardaNostrADAmus #17

CardaNostrADAmus:

ike Schwarzy said … I’LL BE BACK.

This MEME is much more funny.

May 31, 2019, 3:12pmCardaNostrADAmus #18
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May 31, 2019, 3:18pmalabrash #19

May 31, 2019, 3:22pmCardaNostrADAmus #20

and ???..

May 31, 2019, 3:23pm

1 Like

alabrash #21

Oh sorry, I thought we were doing uncontextual nonsense

May 31, 2019, 3:24pmCardaNostrADAmus #22

Go play marbles kid

May 31, 2019, 3:24pmalabrash #23

I hear you’re hurting, want to put some money on it? 
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May 31, 2019, 3:38pm

1 Like

atcalypso #24

buy back when they debug Yoroi and Dedalus 

May 31, 2019, 4:09pm

1 Like

ADA-INDO #25

Farewell Nos. 
Well, actually I also have complain to Charles, CF, and IOHK regarding Shelley release. 
And I believe that many of ADA investor also have the same feeling like you. But, cut lost 60% that is
huge man. 
And for IOHK, CF team I really hope this became a warning to you. If you lost one Cardano believer it’s
okay. If you don’t fix your reputation and way of work. Imagine you lost 1,000 or 10,000 Cardano holder.
It will hit CF badly, and go below 100th rank. 
I see that there are many crypto project that are good. Unluckily they haven’t get any exposure as ADA
did. I really hope that this kind of situation never happend again in this community. This is bad for
publication.

May 31, 2019, 4:43pmAndy_Hendrikx #27

It would be nice if we could be constructive and mannered instead of throwing around insults.

May 31, 2019, 4:47pmCardaNostrADAmus #28

The insult is when Keiser offer me money if I apologies publicly and shut up for ever. That is the real
insult.

Apologies for what anyway!

Nobody is rich enough to silence me.

May 31, 2019, 5:10pmRantipole #29

Hello @CardaNostrADAmus ,

I did not get a chance to view your video before you removed it, so my comment is based only on this
post.

CardaNostrADAmus:

The insult is when Keiser offer me money if I apologies publicly and shut up for ever.

This is a serious allegation, could you please provide documentation to back it up? 
I’m asking and I’m sure others would also but doing so can be viewed as harsh, which is not my intent. 
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1 Like

My reason for doing so is to allow the community to take action on this, but to do so we need actionable
documentation from you.

Thank you for providing it.

May 31, 2019, 5:18pm

1 Like

CardaNostrADAmus #30

Rantipole:

Thank you for providing it.

This is a french email from Keiser. He will for sure suit me in justice if I disclose it publicly. The most
important is that now I know for sure what kind of CEO we have. 
If you promise me to not disclose it publicly, I can provide you the short extract where he wrote it.

But if you disclose it publicly, Keiser risk to suit you and I will suit you too as it was a private mail
exchange.

My good friend Bertalan ask me a copy too, I refused so far.

May 31, 2019, 6:19pmRantipole #31

What service are you using for email, Gmail? 
If you are then the content is already know to ABC, if you are using another non-encrypted service then
it is the same, content is know already.

I see that IOHK discloses emails when it suits them, ousting former Foundation president.

CF-email.pdf

56.63 KB

May 31, 2019, 5:28pmCardaNostrADAmus #32

Rantipole:

This is a serious allegation, could you please provide documentation to back it up?

The smartest move is to ask Keiser if he confirms or not. 
If he deny it I will provide the proof that he lies. If he confirm , then you can mobilize the community to
fire him.

https://forum.cardano.org/u/CardaNostrADAmus
https://forum.cardano.org/u/Rantipole
https://static.iohk.io/comms/CF-email.pdf
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May 31, 2019, 5:34pm

3 Likes

Rantipole #33

CardaNostrADAmus:

The smartest move is to ask Keiser if he confirms or not.

Innocent until proven otherwise, so no that is not where the burden of proof lies, it is up to you as you
are making the allegations.

I’m not being harsh here, want to get to the bottom of this.

May 31, 2019, 5:34pmCardaNostrADAmus #34

Rantipole:

you are making the allegations.

Do you legaly promise me to not display it publicly ? 
I will print screen your promise and use it in court if you disclose it publicly.

May 31, 2019, 5:39pmRantipole #35

Please understand anything I say would not be legally binding here.

Your emails are not yours alone, do you understand that?

Please disclose it to the community, do it anomalously.

May 31, 2019, 5:45pmCardaNostrADAmus #36

Rantipole:

Please disclose it to the community, do it anomalously.

Dude, the mail was send from Keiser to my personal mailbox. 
Keiser knows my real name and address,

I know Keiser is not making smart moves, but he is not stupid and will know in 1 millisecond where it
comes from.

Keiser even disclosed my first name on this forum.

May 31, 2019, 5:51pmRantipole #37
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CardaNostrADAmus:

I know Keiser is not making smart moves, but he is not stupid and will know in 1 millisecond where it
comes from.

No, you are wrong on this point. 
Your emails are not encrypted, anyone could have access to them, and they do.

I can break into your computer and leave a trail for all to follow if you want.

The burden of proof is on you sir now.

PS I’m a gal.

May 31, 2019, 5:53pmCardaNostrADAmus #38

Rantipole:

Your emails are not encrypted, anyone could have access to them, and they do.

There is a huge difference between getting an email (any how) AND publishing it publicly.

I have no problem to provide it to you. I have an issue if you publish it.

May 31, 2019, 6:00pmRantipole #39

CardaNostrADAmus:

There is a huge difference between getting an email (any how) AND publishing it publicly.

That is the point is it not?

Post it anomalously and no one can say who did it, who got to your emails?

CardaNostrADAmus:

I have no problem to provide it to you. I have an issue if you publish it.

Alright, I promise to not make it public.

I sent you my secure email address, please send header info along with the email(s) so i can verify
source date time etc.

May 31, 2019, 5:59pmCardaNostrADAmus #40
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Rantipole:

Alright, I promise to not make it public.

Ok so before I need your real name, postal address and contact number. 
This is penal case and jail is possible … Believe me , you dont want to spend a single minute in a Thai
jail.

Send all info to cardanostradamus@gmail.com

May 31, 2019, 6:02pm

2 Likes

Donnybaseball #41

If you’re afraid of being sued why did you tell everyone what was in the email even if you are not going
to show it?

May 31, 2019, 6:02pm

1 Like

atcalypso #42

LoL too much drama for nothing  you could offset your losses with some apology, who the hell cares
at the end few bored people are trolling this forum, noone knows about it, noone important reads it …

CardaNostrADAmus:

The insult is when Keiser offer me money if I apologies publicly and shut up for ever. That is the real
insult.

Apologies for what anyway!

Nobody is rich enough to silence me.

May 31, 2019, 6:03pmCardaNostrADAmus #43

Because I do what ever I want, write what ever I want and claim what ever I want.

May 31, 2019, 6:03pmRantipole #44

CardaNostrADAmus:

This is penal case and jail is possible

I’m an Australian & Iceland dual citizen, so no it is not.

May 31, 2019, 6:04pmCardaNostrADAmus #45

mailto:cardanostradamus@gmail.com
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1 Like

Rantipole:

I’m an Australian & Iceland dual citizen, so no it is not.

Was talking about me, not you…

May 31, 2019, 6:07pmTobber #46

Dear kids. Stop wasting time and energy.

Ask Charles in the next AMA about the foundation.

May 31, 2019, 6:08pm

1 Like

atcalypso #47

come on guys be serious … which penal case , which mail encryption, new Watergate maybe ?

May 31, 2019, 6:09pm

1 Like

CardaNostrADAmus #48

Tobber:

Dear kids.

And you are… ?

May 31, 2019, 6:14pmTobber #49

A investor since june 2018. Never write stuff here. I just follow, read, view and invest.

Time to eat. Good evening.

Cheers, Tobber

May 31, 2019, 6:15pm

1 Like

CardaNostrADAmus #50

Tobber:

Never write stuff here

Keep on never write, you add no value and create stress. This a serious topic here.

https://forum.cardano.org/u/Tobber
https://forum.cardano.org/u/atcalypso
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May 31, 2019, 6:21pm

1 Like

Donnybaseball #51

LOL! Yah I noticed. No offense but that may be part of the problem. 

May 31, 2019, 6:24pmCardaNostrADAmus #52

Donnybaseball:

problem

What you call “problem” I call it " freedom of speech"

May 31, 2019, 6:26pm

1 Like

RobJF #53

Is it possible there’s confusion between offering a bribe to stop complaining, and offering compensation
so there’s no longer reason to complain?

May 31, 2019, 6:29pmkkapout #54

Nostra what the hell are you doing, you’re done now, you’re just losing the trust of everyone in one
day… you’re taking a way with no return losing a bit credibility on each step my friend…

May 31, 2019, 6:29pmEvgeny_S #55

Making personal attacks and threatening people with a court is not a good representation of “freedom”.
It’s just bullying and an immature behaviour.

May 31, 2019, 6:30pm

1 Like

Donnybaseball #56

I’m a big believer in freedom of speech as well. Very glad we have the 1st amendment in the USA that
protects it. I will fight for everyone to have it including you. I do find it generally advisable to think first
and speak second though but we all have our own style.

May 31, 2019, 6:32pmRantipole #57

I sent you my name and address, waiting for a response.

If you use PGP it will be secure.

Thank You
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May 31, 2019, 6:52pmdennyb2010 #58

(post withdrawn by author, will be automatically deleted in 24 hours unless flagged)

May 31, 2019, 6:35pm

1 Like

atcalypso #59

NSA may still break PGP key if I were you I would make it more secure, while lawyers are flying to
negotiate dispute

Rantipole:

If you use PGP it will be secure.

May 31, 2019, 6:49pmCardaNostrADAmus #60

RobJF:

Is it possible there’s confusion

No confusion, Keiser propose me to accept pay me IF:

1. Make a video to excuse myself (Excuse for what ???)
2. To make a public statement by text on forum to never, NEVER AGAIN attack an employee or

member. (That’s Mental pressure)
3. That is my very last chance if I want to be paid for my work. (This is clearly blackmailing me)

So all in all this is psychological pressure to force me to do what Keiser wants and mute me, my ideas,
conviction and freedom of speech.

Not lying here, that made me throw up my lunch in toilet. No kidding , I throw up for long
minutes.

We are not in China and these kind of pressure make me sick.

May 31, 2019, 6:38pmCardaNostrADAmus #61

kkapout:

Nostra what the hell are you doing, you’re done now, you’re just losing the trust of everyone in one
day… you’re taking a way with no return losing a bit credibility on each step my friend…

Do you get yet that I dont care about what other people think, they have the right to get angry what so
ever. FREEDOM FREEDOM. When will you get it ?

https://forum.cardano.org/u/dennyb2010
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May 31, 2019, 6:41pmRantipole #62

Sir, I am serious, please send me your proof I will not publish it, but I will act on what I learn.

May 31, 2019, 6:43pmCardaNostrADAmus #63

Sent as reply

May 31, 2019, 6:46pmCardaNostrADAmus #64

Rantipole:

Sir, I am serious, please send me your proof I will not publish it, but I will act on what I learn.

Rantipole:

Sir, I am serious, please send me your proof I will not publish it, but I will act on what I learn.

Farewell my dear community - Random - Cardano Forum.pdf (815.1 KB)

May 31, 2019, 6:49pm

2 Likes

Tobber #65

If you talk like this way to other community people. Im happy you leave. Bye.

May 31, 2019, 6:50pmCardaNostrADAmus #66

Tobber:

Im happy you leave. Bye.

FREEEEEDOM!!!

May 31, 2019, 6:51pm

2 Likes

Tobber #67

Ignore the troll and brain death. Easy.

May 31, 2019, 6:58pm

2 Likes

atcalypso #68

Can someone delete this retarded thread?
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May 31, 2019, 6:58pmCardaNostrADAmus #69

Farewell my dear community - Random - Cardano Forum.pdf (815.1 KB)

May 31, 2019, 7:00pmkkapout #70

agree with you baby!!! 

May 31, 2019, 7:04pmRantipole #71

Could forum moderators help please.
@Donnybaseball  @RobJF

I suggest closing this post out ASAP if you need more
information from me, please contact me directly.
(Do not ask for emails between us though)

Thank You in advance for helping in this matter.

Please no more comments on this post.
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